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Kirill Tulin. Portfolio . 1

CYCLE I – Situation of Artistic Discussion 
in collaboration with Anna Škodenko 

Within this cycle two exhibitions were made: one in Tallinn and one 
in Berlin. Starting point is a video work bearing the same name. 
Mute and monochrome it proceeds for an hour. 

 

 – http://kirilltulin.com is a much better way to get acquainted with my work1

http://kirilltulin.com




 

This video is an attempt to use a camera for what it is — a 
witness, devoid of wish to look yet faced (and effectively 
forced into existence) by a box with one missing wall. 
Necessarily sedentary but put to motion by that which is 
beyond the borders between an "outside" and the "within" — 
such is, in stripped depth, an act of witnessing. What enters 
a static frame is an imagined situation, that of an artistic 
discussion: silent monologues are held in patterns beneath the 
slowly spoken out horizon. With a bare feet shuffling sand 
through a square participants elaborate their speech whose 
firmness grows out of diversion from the, by shoulder 
standing, Other; hence they proceed in wish they never see 
each other, but as they approach a common substance they 
inevitably enter an encounter. Thereof one gets plunged into 
an asymmetric caesura of awaiting, as in trial, an 
investigation held by other. Soon after one becomes the Other. 
Caesuras also fall in rhythm. 

HD digital video, no sound, black and white, 56’24” 

Directed by Anna Škodenko and Kirill Tulin 
Actors: Jaanika Arum, Sergei Nemo, Kaido Ole 



Movement of pairs from the company of three are performed in 
repetitive cycles. Four cycles form a loop.  

Each cycle has a caesura in the middle after the second step 
when “current master” makes an odd step towards (not beyond) 
the horizon of originally white line and pulls few hooks to 
the "current centre", while “current slave” is waiting for him 
to finish. After this operation “current master” makes a step 
back and the cycle continues.  

The embodiment of the principle "not to see each other" – 
given a 179° view-angle – while acting synchronously results 
in the pattern of movements before and after caesura. Within 
every loop Masters and Slaves change each other after one 
cycle wherein a Third comes.  

Situation on the rod is an exhaustive playing-out of a process 
known as "construction" of Cantor set. 
 

Original scheme of movement on the sand square was invented by 
folding little sheets of office note paper. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cantor_set


 



TALLINN EXHIBITION 

The video described above became part of a site-specific 
exhibition Situation of Artistic Discussion in Tallinn on the 
place of an Estonian Art Academy that was demolished just 
before. – Autumn 2011, Tartu street 1 



The site was excavated by the archeologists and a big heap of 
earth cut the fenced space into two. In this heap which was 
composed of academy wall bricks, fragments of desks, flat 
polished stones of the staircase, countless cigarette butts 
and blond hairs – we made a cave. At the end of this cave an 
inclined wood-board with sand glued to it was used as a 
projection surface for the video described before. Three 
chairs were positioned inside so that the viewer’s feet almost  
touched the screen.  





On the same plot a 2x2 m glass-covered sandbox was made. Below 
the glass an arrangement of book spread open were put on sand. 
Some of them were connected by needles and threads attached to 
them. In the right upper corner a french-english dictionary 
was open on a word ‘témoin’.  

Here is the full list of texts:  
 
- Maurice Blanchot: Thomas the Obscure, Infinite Conversation;  
- Miguel De Cervantes: Interludes;  
- William Hirstein: Brain Fiction;  
- Abdellatif Laâbi: The World’s Embrace;  
- Primo Levi: The Drowned and the Saved;  
- Herman Melville: Bartleby; 
- Letters of Rainer Maria Rilke;  
- Collins Robert French Dictionary;  
- Arthur Schopenhauer: The World as Will and Representation;  
- Arnold Schônberg: Moses and Aron (libretto);  
- an untitled fragment by the artist.  

a stack of B&W handprinted photographs documenting the Tallinn show  





BERLIN EXHIBITION 

Situation of Artistic Discussion in Berlin (gallery OKK - 
Organ kritischer Kunst - organ of critical arts) took form of 
a two-day two-hour performance by Kirill Tulin (_A_) and Anna 
Škodenko (_B_). Gallery was in transition period between the 
shows, walls were white with traces of previous show, floor 
was dusty. A wall was built and behind it two little boxes 
were constructed that communicated with the gallery via two 
little slits looking like postbox openings. In the first box 
(closer to the entrance) _A_ was sitting and typing text on a 
typewriter. As he finished typing an A5 page or felt the 
presence of a visitor behind he passed it out through the 
slit. If a visitor were to take it and put in the second slit, 
_B_ would read the text, but her microphone was connected to a 
pirate radio transmitter. Therefore her voice was not heard in 
the gallery, but it was necessary to go outside and pick a 
radio-received that was tuned to the proper frequency. Much of 
the text was typed in scots, often very close to english and 
therefore generally understandable but never completely (or at 
times even “incorrectly”). 
Outside the gallery a Scottish person was sitting and radio 
receivers were put in front of him on a white rag as if he was 
a street seller. At times he would give comments on the text 
heard from the radios that showed that he had an understanding 
of those weird “almost-english” words coming out of it. 





  



 
 



 







 

CYCLE II



island / voiced 

– was a title of work done in a little wooden summer house 
(“dacha”) in Joa 4, Tallinn. Work consisted of two periods: 
For the first month (13.10 - 13.11.2014) I inhabited the space 
24/7 and placed all the documents from the CYCLE I of works 
(see above) – images, texts, books etc. on the outer walls 
inside the house. With a help of flashlight in evening time I 
started typing texts that, revisiting the previous works as 
well as a two-year period that distanced them from the 
situation in “dacha”, stepped on a new land. As the days went 
on I was gradually unfolding a very big roll of construction 
aluminium foil along the outer wall thus gradually covering 
the traces of CYCLE I. Every evening people were welcomed with 
open gates to garden and into the house where they could 
explore the gradually disappearing past with a help of small 
flashlights. Three situations in darkness were organised 
during this month which involved guests in listening to my 
reading aloud of Samuel Beckett’s novel “Company” in darkness 
(Situation I), imagining; crawling in white combo-suits 
through the same space (Situation II), palpating; listening to 
Schoenberg’s opera Moses und Aron (Situation III). This 
situations were a preparation for the second month’s work. 

http://joa4.net 
http://www.rundumspace.com/prooviruum-rehearsal-space/kirill-
tulin/ 

https://www.facebook.com/events/841681719196477/
https://www.facebook.com/events/1577876002434015/
https://www.facebook.com/events/1502840613299395/
http://joa4.net
http://www.rundumspace.com/prooviruum-rehearsal-space/kirill-tulin/




For the second month (13.11-01.12.2014) cold flashlights were 
replaced by the warm (2300K) light of table lamps being put 
outside the house and shining back in through the windows. All 
outer walls inside were wrapped in foil thus covering all the 
traces of previous show with and x-ray impenetrable shield 
that reflected warm light like sea during sunset. The inner 
part of the house (in which all four rooms were positioned one 
after another around the middle stove, thus allowing infinite 
circulation) by contrast was left intact with pieces of 
furniture, bookshelf, stove, etc. Inside the non-heated stove 
a mechanical metronome was hidden pulsing the heartbeat of the 
house. Each doorsill was split vertically into two and a black 
paper-band inner room was made. A new inner circle appeared 
with its floor covered with sand. Four little holes were 
cutout in this black paper wall leading the light from four 
windows onto different sides of stove/central wall. In places 
were the light fell four typewritten (during first month) 
texts were put on the walls. Visitors were invited to read 
them aloud blending together in a vocal island. 











 



 



 



 





 

CYCLE III



#DoorOnLinnahall 

a door from Joa 4 dacha (see cycle II) was installed on the 
top Tallinn Town Hall (Linnahall) mostly abandoned soviet era 
building by the sea. Supported by a thin frame, opening and 
closing with wind the door stood at the roof top for almost 
two months from 20.12.2014. Work was document by writing a 
web-script that searched social image-hosting platforms 
(instagram, flickr etc.) for the images of linnahall based on 
GPS, hashtags, period and so on. I have than selected the 
images where the parasitic door is visible, sometimes as a 
small dot, sometimes as a central element and apparent subject 
of someone’s photograph. 

More information on kirilltulin.net 

http://kirilltulin.net




 



assembly line 

installation in a group show (“PREffff”) in a pop-up gallery 
at Tulika 9/11, Tallinn – 2.5 hours, 27.02.2015 

Much more information on kirilltulin.net 

http://kirilltulin.net


7OoJ2MyeLC 

sound installation for the UVKE gallery booth in Tallinn 
PhotoFair 2015. A hypersonic speaker (directional sound) is 
installed reflecting sound from a concave deepening made in 
the exhibition wall between the photographs of other artists. 
Sound is artist’s whisper describing a found instagram-image 
of artist’s previous work (#DoorOnLinnahall). To describe this 
image – without showing it – artist establishes spacial 
relations between various elements of this invisible image and 
works of other photographers at this fair. This is made 
possible because one can be sure when the “viewer” stands if 
she hears the whisper, so direct references to space around 
e.g. “behind” or “on the left of you” are used. This work has 
been than readapted for the online exposure at kirilltulin.net 
You are also welcome to check special instagram account for 
this work. 

 

http://kirilltulin.net
https://www.instagram.com/kirill_igorevich_tulin/


 

CYCLE IV



[  ] 

Kirill Tulin’s year-long work [  ] was an exploration of the interfaces between artist and art-
institution, online and offline, on-screen and on-site. It started with a physical exhibition 
where artist invited two galleries into his studio/home inverting the classical studio/gallery 
paradigm and starting the investigation of the guest-host-parasite relations.  

Konstanet, which is a project space in Tallinn and online (konstanet.com), was translated by 
the artist into a pristine white camping tent of exactly the same dimensions and ground plan 
as Konstanet’s original scaled-down exhibition space. Kunsthalle Linz which is as well a 
scaled-down exhibition space from Linz, Austria has been re-imagined by Kirill as a DIY 
cardboard white cube and instruction on how to assemble one have been made available at 
http://www.instructables.com/id/Kunsthalle-Linz/ 
Konstanet-Tent was placed inside the room whose walls and floor were covered with 
photoshop-transparency printed on lightex fabric. Kunsthalle Linz was placed inside the tent 
and was levitating 5 cm above the tent floor, wiggling and rotating from time to time if 
visitors were to touch it. The empty minimalist interior of artist studio/home was augmented 
with several objects referring to  generic office environment such as water-heater/dispenser 
and cold tube light. 

Three online exhibitions of [  ] followed this physical opening with a half-year delay. All of 
them took place on the Konstanet’s online-platform: www.konstanet.com, however upon 
entering the site user was redirected to artist’s para-sites: 
“[ ] – Episode I” on 01.09.2016 redirected to www.konstanet.net 
“[ ] level 2” on 18.09.2016 – to www.konstanet.xyz 
“[ ] Part 3, Dalla resistenza alla nube” on 29.09.2016 - to www.konstanet.cloud  
First two exhibitions had an editable text to which viewers contributed anonymously instead 
of a pre-fab artist-statement. At the end of the [ ] exhibition cycle this text is preserved but 
is no loner editable. You can see it at the exhibitions sites and well as in Konstanet’s 
exhibition documentation: http://konstanet.com/square_brackets  
 
Third online exhibition “[ ] Part 3, Dalla resistenza alla nube” had also a physical presence at 
the Tallinn Photo-fair where screenshots of www.konstanet.cloud JavaScript generated 
clouds made by six different-sized Apple mobile devices were printed on transparent plastic 
and placed inside a column of plastic containers with LEC backlight. 

Diary/documentation of a year-long [ ] work process can be see at www.konstanet.me  

http://konstanet.com
http://www.instructables.com/id/Kunsthalle-Linz/
http://www.konstanet.com
http://www.konstanet.net
http://www.konstanet.xyz
http://www.konstanet.cloud
http://konstanet.com/square_brackets
http://www.konstanet.me






[  ] – Episode I @ konstanet.com (now accessible via para-site konstanet.net) 

http://konstanet.com
http://konstanet.net




  



[  ] level 2 @ konstanet.com (now accessible via para-site konstanet.xyz) 

http://konstanet.com
http://konstanet.xyz




[  ] Part3, Dalla resistenza alla nube @ konstanet.com (now accessible via para-site 
konstanet.cloud)  and Tallinn Photo-fair 2016 

6x C-prints of iPad & iPhone screenshots of Javascript clouds (konstanet.cloud) on 
transparent polyester film, LEC back-light, transparent plastic containers.

http://konstanet.com
http://konstanet.cloud
http://konstanet.cloud

